
January 17 ,20L2 Nashua PTA Meeting

fn Aftendance
Christy Boyer Liana Shelley Jessica Martin
Sandi Brown Polly Feigly Angie Roeder
Erica Campbell Shannon McCarthy Gina Nosal
Eva Payne Brandi Frazier Craig Grant
Jerilee Hendrich Linda Burtis
Meridith Lamb Barb Fleming

0pening
Meeting called to order by Christy Boyer. Minutes for November are submitted
with no corrections.

Principal's Report
Valentine's Parties will be on February 10'n. This date was decided on by the
District's Site Based Council.
Regarding the end of year Awards Assembly...Sandi Brown asks Dr. Martin if
teachers can please give parents a list of the medals that students will be getting.
That way kids aren't missing medals that they are expecting and parents are not
taking off work or to have their students not receive any medals.

Dr. Martin states that each student will go home with at least one medal at this
year's assembly-

Craig Grant asks if the District will take the attendance percentage and round it
up if a student is very close to perfect attendance.

Dr. Martin states that the District does not have any type of rounding policy on
attendance.

Treasurgr's Report
Erica Campbell gives an explanation of the monthly Treasurer's Report.

Labels
Lianna Shelley reports that Mrs. Roeder's Kindergarten Class was the winner
of the labels contest. Each student in that class will receive a free pass to
Maze Craze.
Lianna also reports that we have downsized the amount of items that we are
recycling due to the lack of space for storing items and volunteers to keep up
with the amount of recycling.

New Business
Linda Burtis notes the Book Fair will begin the last week in February and run
through the beginning of March. The theme is Luau.
Erica Campbell notes that the Carnival will take place on May 4th, 2012. This is



a Friday" but not a half day. She has ordered a Photo Booth for the Carnival,
which should be good fun for the kids!
Dr. Martin request that PTA consider purchasing Smencils for the oftice to give
to students on their birthdays,

Erica Campbell motions that the February skating party and Wendy's Night
be used allocated to the purchase, which should, be about $200- 2nd Po1ly

Feigly. Motion passes.

Dr. Martin will go ahead and order the Smencils.


